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I F  WE COMPARE IT  TO ITS  "COUSINS"  TENNIS ,  TABLE
TENNIS ,  OR BADMINTON,  IT 'S  SAFE  TO SAY  THAT
PICKLEBALL  IS  A  RELAT IVELY  NEW SPORT.

1 .  PLAY  IT  SAFE

2 .  GET  TO THE K ITCHEN

3.  WATCH THE BALL

Pickleball was created 54 years ago somewhere
around Seattle, on a small island called
Brainbridge. But, just because it doesn't have a
rich tradition such as tennis, for example, that
doesn't mean that Pickleball is any less interesting.
 
For everyone who's into this sport, it's evident that
Pickleball looks like a love child of tennis and table
tennis, but still, that's not the most interesting
thing about it. The most fascinating fact about this
sport is that it's easy to learn, but so hard to
master, and we're guessing that's why you're here.
You're probably a very respectable player, but
you're still looking for some ways to bring your
game on a whole another level. If that's the case,
read this article carefully because we've prepared
some amazing tips for you that will, if properly
implemented, significantly improve your playstyle
and bring you some amazing results.

The first way you can improve your game is to play
it safe. Let the opponents make the mistakes, you
hit the ball consistently over the net. Obviously, if
you get a ball where you can hit a clear winner,
take it. But make sure it's a shot where you're
extremely confident that you can get the ball in. 
 
Long rallies are a lot of fun and people enjoy
playing points that last twenty, thirty, or even forty
strokes. This means that consistency is more
important than an aggressive game. Play it safe!

The next thing we recommend you to do in order
to improve as much as you can in Pickleball is to
get to the kitchen. At high-level Pickleball play, the
point always almost ends with all four players at
the kitchen line. So as soon as you hit the shot
that's an effective ding shot you want to move
forward towards the kitchen.     
 
As your opponent is about to hit the ball, you need
to stop. It's something that you can refer to as the
red light stop, and when it's a green light shot, you
go forward and attack when you hit a good shot
that allows you to move forward.     
 
There's a temptation for a lot of players to run
back and try to take balls on the bounce, but it's
much more effective to take balls in the air, which
are called a volley, and to hit winning shots from
the kitchen line

he third thing we'll be talking about is simply
watching the ball. A pickleball court is a busy place,
there are four players, it's one fourth the size of a
tennis court and it's a fast-paced game when all
players are at the kitchen line. That's why it's easy
to be distracted.     
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Perhaps the most difficult in pickleball is to see the
ball, to see the holes in the balls, to see the way it
spins, to see it all the way to your paddle, to watch
it bounce, and to keep your head down as you hit
the ball. You'll be amazed at what happens when
you're no longer distracted by your opponents or
by the action on the court and you only see the
one thing that matters the most, a bouncing ball.
You get into a wonderful zone when it's just you
and a pickleball.
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4.  FLUID AND COMPACT
STROKES

5.  IDENTIFY  THE TARGET
PLAYER

6.  GET  YOUR RETURNS
DEEP

The fourth way to improve your game is to swing
your paddle to a rhythm. There are a lot of diverse
ways to play pickleball, different ways to grab the
paddle, different strokes, but the observation
we've made is that all top players have a fluid,
smooth stroke.      
 
Another thing that you can notice is that their
stroke begins with their legs and is their entire
body. There's not a lot of wrist action and it's not a
big wind up. So, a short, simple, easy compact
strike allows me to be consistent in my shots.
 
An underhanded stroke is fine, so that means you
can even hit a ball by hand back over the net to
simulate the movement. If you practice this, you'll
feel that the entire stroke starts with your legs and
it's simply entire body moving.

Pickleball, like many things in life, is somewhat
similar to the game of chess, in a sense that you
always need to think 2 or 3 steps ahead of your
opponent. That's why, before you slam the ball
mindlessly across the court, ask yourself one
simple question: "Who do I want to pick on?".     
 
This might seem a little ruthless, but you need to
understand that if you want to win, you gotta do
whatever it takes to isolate the weakest link in
their time and use that to your advantage. Of
course, if you're not a really competitive person
and you're not saying that seriously, you might
want to skip on this one and simply relax and
enjoy the game.

Many players make the same mistake of not
thinking about returning the serve, which is a huge
problem. We get it that the main goal is simply
returning the ball to the opponents' side
successfully, especially if you're playing against a
great server, but you need to realize that the way
you return the ball sets the rhythm of not just one
single point, but possibly even the whole game.     
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Once your opponents realize that they can exploit
your short balls by running forward as soon as
they serve, they'll pretty much bully you for the
rest of the game by taking easy points. That's why
you need to make sure that the next time you
return the ball, you do it with some extra force
and precision, that way you'll force the server to
stay behind the baseline.
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7.  ALWAYS BE  READY TO
MOVE

8.  BE  SMART WITH YOUR
SERVE

Probably the most important thing you need to
know about Pickleball is that it's a really dynamic
and athletic sport. This seems like a no brainer,
but you would be surprised how many people just
stand on the court like they're doing shopping.     
 
We understand that not all of us are athletic
demigods and that we're not all built the same,
but once you decide you want to commit to this
sport, once you decide you want to improve in
every way possible, you need to push yourself to
the limit and give it everything you have, even
though it means your legs will be sore for the next
few days.

If you're like the most Pickleball players, you prefer
your third shot to be a forehand one. That's why,
the next time you serve, try to stand as close to
your backhand corner as it's possible. The reason
why you should do this is simply because of the
fact that this will almost guarantee you that your
opponents' return will give you a chance for a
perfect forehand that will give you a huge
advantage.       
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Another thing to keep in mind while serving is that
your serve is probably the biggest weapon you
have. That's why you need to make sure you use it
right, and you'll do that by serving deep, keeping
your opponents on their toes by making them
constantly move, isolating the weakest link, or
simply slamming the ball as hard as you can.
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9.  LEARN FROM THE
MISTAKES YOU MAKE ON
THE COURT

10.  ENJOY YOURSELF

Even though it sounds a little contradictory, failure
is the biggest reason why we succeed in the first
place. It's not coincidental that the most
successful people are those who are able to
transform their mistakes into valuable lessons,
and not those who don't make mistakes at all.     
 
The same way goes when it comes to Pickleball.
You just have to make peace with the fact that
you'll make mistakes on the court, lots of them.
But this doesn't necessarily have to be a bad thing.
I mean, sure, we all get frustrated when we make a
mistake, but that's just the part of the game, and
part of life in general. This means that the next
time you miss a clear shot or make an unforced
error, don't feel bad or throw a temper tantrum.
Instead, analyze what you did wrong and why you
did it and keep improving.

Last but certainly not least, the final way you can
improve your game of Pickleball is to simply smile
and enjoy yourself when you're out there on the
court. If you're mobile enough that you can be on
the Pickleball court, you should be thankful.     
 
We found many times that we go to a Pickleball
game to compete and we come away with
friendships that we didn't have before. In this
article, we focused less on techniques and stroke
mechanics and more on our observations of the
characteristics of play of top players Pickleball.       
 
 
WE HOPE YOU FOUND
THESE TEN STEPS TO
IMPROVE YOUR
PICKLEBALL  GAME
HELPFUL AND WE HOPE
YOU'LL  USE THEM TO
EVOLVE INTO THE BEST
PICKLEBALL  PLAYER
POSSIBLE .


